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Welcome to GRAITEC PowerPack for Advance Steel 2021.1 

GRAITEC is very pleased to present the latest version of Advance PowerPack for Advance Steel 2021.1, part of 
the Graitec Advance Suite. 
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Novelties – Railings 
 

Add user section 

The capabilities of Graitec Railing have been extended as now the macro can be configured to use records from 
AstorRules database – JointsGUIAllowedSections table (similar to some ®Advance Steel standard joints). 

This allows customers to go beyond existing restrictions and extend the content available in profile selection 
controls (the list of available sections). 

In order to extend the content available in profile selection, a new entry must be created in the table 
JointsGUIAllowedSections from AstorRules database. 

For each type of macro, the required strings for the JointName and JointControl entries in the table are given 

below: 

Type of macro Corresponding strings JointName|||JointControl 

Standard Railing GRTCStandardRailing|||PostControl 

Standard Railing GRTCStandardRailing|||TopRailControl 

Standard Railing GRTCStandardRailing|||MidRailControl 

Standard Railing GRTCStandardRailing|||KickrailControl 

Standard Railing GRTCStandardRailing|||GrabrailControl 

Double Railing GRTCDoubleRailing|||PostControl 

Double Railing GRTCDoubleRailing|||TopRailControl 

Double Railing GRTCDoubleRailing|||MidRailControl 

Double Railing GRTCDoubleRailing|||KickrailControl 

Key Clamps Railing GRTCKeyClampsRailing|||PostControl 

Key Clamps Railing GRTCKeyClampsRailing|||TopRailControl 

Key Clamps Railing GRTCKeyClampsRailing|||MidRailControl 

Key Clamps Railing GRTCKeyClampsRailing|||KickrailControl 

Wall Railing GRTCWallRailing|||ConnectorControl 

Wall Railing GRTCWallRailing|||HandrailControl 
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Railings on polybeams 

Starting with 2021.1 version of PowerPack for Advance Steel, the railing can be used on polybeams. This new 
possibility offers many new options when it comes to modeling. 

One of the strengths of the Railing from the PowerPack is that it can be generated by points or lines. Therefore, 
when we speak about generation on lines, we can also include the polylines.  

The geometry of the polybeam or polyline can be straight, curved, or combined. 

 

 

The railing can be created now on polylines, straight lines, arcs, and polybeams (curved or straight). 
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Improvements 
 

Threaded Rod Connection  

With the 2021.1 version, the Threaded rod connection has been improved on the following’s aspects: 

a. By default, nuts and washers are special parts – when the connection is created, by default the nuts 
and washers are set as special parts. 
 

 
 

 
 

b. Add new nuts and washers as special parts in Special Part Manager – the nuts and washers’ database 
can be enriched using the Special Part Manager 
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c. When the nuts and washers are special parts the model role is automatically set to Special Washers / 
Special Nuts  
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d. At the same time, the user has the possibility to set the model role, as the model role drop-box is 
accessible with multiple model roles 
 

 
 

e. In the special part dialog, the block name is automatically set also for the "free remark" field  
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f. In order to improve the user experience, a new profile table “Threaded rod” was added and was set by 
default as rod section 
 

 
 

g. Thinking again at the user experience and trying to improve it anticipating his needs, a dummy (None) 
weld was created between rod and nuts and washer in order to have them as assembly used for 
numbering and assembly details. 
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Tube to Tube Connection - with special parts 

For this update, the Tube to Tube Connection has extended capabilities; the Inside Section can now be set as 
Special Part. 

 

The special part for the tube to tube connection is available under a new chapter from the Special Part 
Manager, as all special parts available in the PowerPack. 
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The special part is positioned in the connection, and some small adjustment must be done in order to fit the 
holes in the right position. 

 

 

 

Library tabs for different connections 

In this update of the PowerPack, we have added for three of the Graitec connections the possibility to save the 
configurations in the library. 
The connections that have this update are the following: 

 Floor Cover 

 Intersection connection 

 Bracing connection to beam or plate 

Floor Cover: Once the configuration is done, just go to the new Library tab and click Save Values. 
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As soon as a line is saved, the Edit button can be used to make changes on existing lines, to add or to delete 
other lines without changing the configuration of the joint using the dialogs. 

 

Note: The values saved in the databases are related to the grating type, size, gap between them, and welding 
information. The database does not save the contours and the bolts placed on edges, as these two vary inside 
the structure or in other structures, due to variation of the covered surface. 

The next connection with a Library tab is Intersection Connection 
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The principle is the same as for all other libraries. Once the values are saved, they can be edited using the Edit 
button. 

 

The last joint updated with the new Library tab is Bracing connection to beam or plate. 

 

Regarding the saving mechanism, for this connection it is different. The library tab has a different look and 
different options.  

Save – opens the save template dialog in which it must be specified the template name. 
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Load option is used when we want to apply a certain template. 
Rename allows renaming a template and with Remove templates can be deleted from the library. 
Also, in the dialog, a “Set as default” check box is available, which gives the possibility to set as default any 
template available in the library, so each time a new Bracing is created the default is loaded. 
  

Check parts command include items with shortens 

The Check Parts command was created to detect the parts which don’t need a detailed drawing and can be 
ordered or fabricated based on the information available in the BOM. 

In the 2021.1 update, the command has been improved by extending the search capabilities to also detect the 
elements that have shortens perpendicular on the element (X and Y are zero) 

 

Therefore, the dimension of the element can be taken directly from the BOM as no processing is required. 

IGES and STEP outputs keep object colors and layers 

With the version 2021.1, the IGES and STEP export has been improved. At export, the information about object 
colors and layers will be saved in the exported file, so the information is transferred further. 
As this is done automatically, there is no need to set an option. 
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Improvements Stairs 
 

Slider for tree view control 

The GUI for Stair was improved by adding a Slider for the tree view control offering a better user experience.  
This allows the user to better control and see the information in the dialog boxes. 
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Improvements Railings 
 

Wall mounted rails – Connection to handrail 

For version 2021.1, the wall mounted rails come with multiple improvements. 
First one is about the possibility to define what type of connection will be between the rail and connector - 
Welded or Bolted. 

 

When the connector is a special part and the connection to handrail type is welded, the Alignment option is also 
enabled in order to align the connector or to place it vertically. 
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A second improvement is in the Special Part Manager -> Wallrail connectors, the parameters have been 
adjusted in order to fit the two types of possible connections: 

 

The parameters are regrouped as following: 
- General parameters 
- Parameters for Connection to handrail 
- Parameters for Connection to wall 

Connection to handrail regroups different parameters, including a new one, “Type”, which allows defining the 
type of the connection as bolted or welded. 

Connection to wall regroups a different set of parameters, including a new one, “Connector offset Y”, that allows 
to offset the connector on Y direction. 

The General parameters are explained below:  
1. Width – measured on horizontal direction, from the plate’s face connected to wall until the axis on 
vertical direction  
2. Height – measured on vertical direction, from the axis on horizontal direction until the connection with 
the handrail 
3. Base Thickness – the plate’s thickness that connects the support to wall 
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Connection to handrail: 
Type: bolted or welded. 
When the connection type is “bolted”, then 2 round holes will be created along the handrail having the hole 
diameter and bolt distance expressed in parameters 4. and 5. 

 

When the connection type is “welded”, then the connector is welded on the handrail. 

 
Connection to wall: 
Bolt pattern: Rectangular, Circular or Triangular. 
When the bolt pattern is rectangular, then the number of bolts can be different on X and Y directions. 
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When the bolts pattern is circular, then the number of bolts can be set only in one direction with the possibility to 
set a rotation.  

              

When the bolts pattern is triangular, the number of bolts is 3: 
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Updated mechanism for intersection of railings with different heights  

With version 2021.1, the existing post creation and railing intersection mechanism were redesigned to allow any 
sloped - straight railing heights combinations, resulting in railing intersections to be correctly computed and all 
the elements correctly cut (posts, middle rails, grabrail, and pickets). 
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Slider for tree view control 

The improvement done for the GUI for Stairs has been added to the Railings GUI as well. 

The Slider for the tree view control allows the user to have a better overview of the information in the dialog 
boxes, offering a better user experience. 

 
 


